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SELFPUBLISHED LISTINGS
Twenty-four tales that delve
into the world of weird fiction—from haunted houses to the planet
Mars: follow Detective Kane as he attempts
to solve bizarre murders,
journey with the survivor
of a plane crash as she
wanders off into a vast
desert, visit a creepy mansion that a man inherits
from his father, and more.
This Corner of the Universe
(TCOTU, Book 1)
Britt Ringel. CreateSpace. $8.09 paper
(278p), ISBN 978-1-4948-1626-1; $2.99
e-book ASIN B00D35W61A; BN ID
2940016763279
Amazon; BN.com
Captain Heskan’s series
begins on an isolated starship facing long odds of
survival. BRS Anelace is
outnumbered and outgunned as Heskan has to
solve the mystery of accidents plaguing a
remote star system.
The Universe Builders:
Bernie and the Putty
Steve LeBel. Argon Press. $17.95 paper
(416p), ISBN 978-0-9910554-9-4; $3.99
e-book ISBN 978-0-9910554-1-8
Amazon; BN.com
Fresh with his diploma
from God School, young
Bernie sets out to build
his own universe. Is he
up to the task? Perhaps.
But what if another god
is deliberately trying to
sabotage his efforts?
Where Wolves Talk
D.L. Lewis. D.L. Lewis. $8.85 paper
(240p), ISBN 9781-4975-1473-7;
$2.99 e-book ASIN
B00JD36HTI; BN ID
2940150651104
Amazon; BN.com
In this fantasy, an
ambitious kitten jour-

neys to a world where animals have more
power than humans, and engages in a battle against evil.

ROMANCE/EROTICA
Black Moon Draw
Lizzy Ford. Kettlecorn Press. $12.99
paper (272p), ISBN 978-1-62378-173-6;
$2.99 e-book ISBN 978-1-62378-159-0
Amazon; BN.com; iTunes; Kobo
What if you woke
up in a book, a reader
trapped in fiction, with
the sexy hero waiting for
you? An epic romantic
adventure that is the ultimate reader fantasy.
Wantin
Truth Devour. Publicious. $23.99 paper
(234p), ISBN 978-0-9922999-0-3; $9.99
e-book ISBN 978-0-9922999-1-0
Amazon; BN.com
The first book in the romantic trilogy.
Fate is relentless in its pursuit of Talia Jacobs.
Presented with unimaginable turns of chance, she
is drawn into the depths
of tragic losses and then
catapulted to the extraordinary heights of life’s
joy. Talia undergoes her
sexual, social, and physical
metamorphosis from a vulnerable girl into a
mature young seductress. Is she blessed or
cursed? Will she ever find the man who will
love her like no other, fearlessly caressing the
deepest part of her being while intertwining
his soul with hers in a dance that holds the
unspoken promise of forever?
Unrequited
Truth Devour. Publicious Self-Publishing.
$23.99 paper (246p), ISBN 978-09922999-2-7; $9.99 e-book ISBN 978-09922999-3-4
Amazon; BN.com
The second book in the romantic trilogy.
The interwoven complexities of life follow
Talia across time. In spite of endless challenges, she leverages remarkable strength of
character to pursue clear-sighted goals. Talia
has been witness to more than just the mysti-
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cal Seven Wonders of the
World. She has swum in
open oceans, hiked majestic mountains, chanted
with monks, shared
laughter and a meal with
the poor, yet in slumber
the echoes of voices calling out her name haunt her. Visions appear
as a graveyard of unrequited souls left in her
wake, aching for her return. All Talia desires
is wrapped up in the image of a ghost. She
wants to believe her soul mate exists. If only
she believed in fairy tales.
Sated
Truth Devour. Publicious Self-Publishing. $23.99 paper (320p), ISBN 978-09922999-4-1; $3.99 e-book ISBN 978-09922999-5-8
Amazon
The third book in the romantic trilogy. Electric pulses of pleasure landscaped
their bodies when they touched. Staring
into each other’s eyes, they quietly appreciated the flux of emotions activating every
synapse. Talia had been
waiting her whole life to
find the one, while Bodhi
always knew she was.
Their connection was
divined and equally fated
with the twists of challenges to test their devotion to love each other. A warm embrace
to them represented an unspoken promise
of forever. Within each other’s hearts they
were finally home.

INSPIRATIONAL
Look Up!
Musings on the Nature of Mindfulness
Jennifer Payne. Three Chairs Publishing. $24.95 paper (288p), ISBN 978-09905651-0-9
Lookupthebook.com
One woman’s reconnection with nature,
told through original
essays and poems, and
illustrated by 100 color
photographs. Follow
along, season by season,

